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Talking with Peter Miller,
NewYork Film & LiteraryAgent

and South Jersey Native

By CAROL PLUM-UCCI
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Miller is now known as “the Literary Lion” by a solid list of super-talented writers,
smiling over contracts that preserved their genius in a world that loves to exploit.

A writer might say Miller has a Schindler’s List: Once you’re on, you’re safe, or at least
you’re safer than the writer up the road who just signed with the Cheshire Cat. 
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PETER MILLER SAYS HE’S GOT “THE DEAL GENE,” a host of traits more
magical than Marxist, yet undeniably fueling his success. President of PMA
Literary and Film Management, Miller has 17 projects in development
in Hollywood this summer. He’s not running a warehouse for writers
looking to get published; he cuts deals for select writers whose versatile
messages could land their works in multiple platforms—publishing, film,
Internet, and/or TV. Clients like Vincent Bugliosi (Helter Skelter, Lullaby
and Good Night, The Prosecution of George W. Bush for Murder) and
Nancy Taylor Rosenberg (First Offense, California Angel, Trial By Fire)
took great steps forward in multi-media history, largely while Miller’s voice
was wheeling on one end of a phone. 

His reputation as “haggler with heart” goes way back. Raised in
Northfield, Miller’s first business as a teenager was “Pete’s Gardening
Service (we clip your lawn, not you).” With the help of schoolmate

Al Marchetti, who’s remained a great friend, business was booming. One
of his first literary clients in the early 70s was Margate icon Christopher
Cook Gilmore, who’d been arrested in Rome for possession of hashish.
Gilmore wrote hard-hitting short stories while locked up abroad, and
Miller’s heart went out. He sold nearly 75 of them, and Gilmore came
home to bylines and a bank account. 

Miller is now known as “the Literary Lion” by a solid list of super-
talented writers, smiling over contracts that preserved their genius in a
world that loves to exploit. A writer might say Miller has a Schindler’s
List: Once you’re on, you’re safe, or at least you’re safer than the writer
up the road who just signed with the Cheshire Cat. 

Miller’s ascent to Lion status involves his “deal gene,” which gives him
both fearlessness and a love of people. He happily spends nearly every
waking moment on the phone or in meetings; his business deals have

President and CEO of Gomes Gaming Inc. Dennis Gomes, his daughter Danielle,
and “Literary Lion” Peter Miller at the Gomes’ residence in Margate. Miller will

represent a biography Danielle is coauthoring about Gomes’ extraordinary life. 
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taken him around the world. He loves attending a
party second only to throwing a party. One of his
big early hits began while he was playing host in a
mansion he rented in Bel Air.

“I was introduced to Vincent Bugliosi in April
1983 by author William H. Stadiem, who came to
a party I had at an extraordinary home I rented
on Mulholland Drive,” Miller said. Stadiem and
Bugliosi had been collaborating on a book, and
Miller’s ears perked as Stadiem recited a list of
recent hard knocks. “They had dozens of rejections
in spite of working with two agents in the past.” 

Bugliosi’s Helter Skelter had already sold over
seven million copies, but even the most talented
writers can find their careers in snags. 

“The property was unrepresented, and Bill
asked me if I was interested in managing it,” he
said. “Bill called Vince, and we had breakfast the
next day at Schwabs on Sunset Boulevard. I took on
representation of the project which was published
as Lullaby and Good Night, and placed it for a
$125,000 advance.”

That was a chunk of change in the early 80s,
especially for what started as a cavort over cocktails.
Miller’s phone antics are no less enjoyable. 

“I’ll never forget,manyyears ago, Iwas representing
a first time novelist,” he said. After a lot of phone
back-and-forth, he “thought I might get a $75,000
advance as a maximum for her first three novels.” 

Still, he took the books to auction and managed
not to let them see him sweat as a second publisher
bid $500,000. 

“I phoned back the [first] publisher, who had a
ten percent topping privilege, and she was shocked
that in two days I had gone from her $75,000
advance against royalties to $500,000. She asked
permission to come back to me by 10 the next
morning. I agreed, and lo and behold, she offered
$550,000.” 

“Another memory is when I was negotiating for
Nancy Taylor Rosenberg,” he said. Rosenberg came
to him unpublished, was heading for his slush pile,
and her manuscript landed on the desk of a new
reader, Catherine Garnier. Garnier had worked
in Hollywood and was impressed with the book’s
potential versatility. Miller liked the fact that
Rosenberg had former tieswith a police department,
as women’s lit was hungry for great suspense stories.
He felt she had a “perfect” tale. 

“Fourteen is my lucky number,” he said. “I had
fourteen manuscripts hand-delivered in boxes I
found around the office.” 

B o o k m a r k s
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Two days later one publisher called, wanting
not only that manuscript, but Nancy’s second,
which was still a work-in-progress. Putting his
telephone talents to work, Miller called back the
thirteen other publishers, and things started to
rock and roll. The first bid he received was for
$600,000. Random House replied with $750,000.
NAL exercised a five percent topping privilege,
offering $787,500. Concurrently, Sony’s TriStar
Pictures offered a $125,000 option for film rights,
beating out all other bidding film agencies. 

Miller went on to negotiate two four-book
contracts for the author at $3 million and $5
million respectively.

While he insists that Rosenberg is not to be
considered a precedent, his life is filled with happy
deals—hand-picked these days. He says in his book
for writers, Author! Screenwriter! “I consider myself
the ‘hunter,’ not the ‘hunted’.” Upon hearing of
this write-up in New Jersey Lifestyle, a former
NBC script writer and author mused, “I might sell
one of my children if it would get me Peter Miller
as an agent.” 

At a Fourth of July Weekend cocktail party at
Dennis Gomes’ house in Margate (he’s representing
the gaming giant’s biography to be co-written by
Gomes’ daughter Danielle), he made introductions
among several artists present as if their resumeswere
written on the back of his eyelids. He’s a steel trap
for people’s credentials, and once the artists were
“oo-ing” and “ah-ing” over each other’s swapped
tales, he sat there contentedly sipping his drink. 

“He’s a networking guru,” Gomes said, “and
beyond talking, I think his greatest gift is listening.”

Miller’s business confidence came locally, starting
at birth. His godfather, Paul “Skinny” Damato,
owned the world renowned 500 Club, and his
father, Pete Miller, was the musical contractor at
the ‘5’, as it was called. “When I was a kid my
Godfather allowed me to have my birthday party
at the 500 Club. I would invite all my friends and
their parents.” 

Uncle Skinny put him in close proximity with
Sammy Davis, Jr., Nat King Cole, Milton Berle,
Jimmy Durante, the McGuire Sisters, Frank Sinatra,
and members of the Rat Pack. And in those days
whenwomen rarely had the nerve to hang a shingle,
his mother, Clare Lyons Miller, opened Ye Olde
Opportunity Shoppe on New Road in Northfield. 

“Son,” she used to say, “there’s a buyer out there
for everything.” 

It’s harder to fear failure when raised in the
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echoes of success. But Miller does admit to facing down fear a year ago,
after the simple act of changing a light bulb turned into a fifteen-day stint
in the hospital. He’d been standing on a chair to change the bulb over his
bed. The chair toppled and hammered his left thigh. Miller takes the
blood thinner Coumadin, which caused the resulting hematoma to shut
off circulation to his leg. He lived in suspense for days about whether the
leg would be amputated, paralyzed, or returning to normal. 

“When I heard this, I was scared to death,” Miller admits, as when he’s
not cutting deals, he swims with dolphins off romantic beaches or rides
his bike all over New York. 

He said he had days to think the worst, or days to think the best.
“This incident would end up being a gift dealt by the universe that would
change my life,” he said.

He spent most of his hospitalized time thinking of all he had to be
grateful for. Via thin threads, he also was led back to old friend Damien
Lichtenstein, best known for directing 3,000 Miles to Graceland.
Lichtenstein’s next big project, Discover the Gift, is what Miller calls “the
grandfather of all transformational movies.” PMA will manage the project.
It will be somewhat comparable to Rhonda Byrne’s The Secret but with
themes, formats and participants all its own. “The message is about

looking into your inner spirit in terms of what your true gifts are. I believe
you have a kind of rejuvenation, spreading your essence and joy to every-
one you know,” Miller said. 

The movie will be available from Random House in DVD and VOD
platforms as well as in book, eBook, and audio book. With thoughts of
spreading his essence, Miller is offering free copies of his eBook, Author!
Screenwriter! to any writer who visits his web site and puts in a request:
www.pmalitfilm.com.

Recent grateful reflections also have Miller looking back fondly at his
Atlantic City roots. He remembers the AC of the 60s and 70s... “I grew
up loving all the charm of the old hotels like the Chalfonte Haddon Hall
(now Resorts), the Marlboro Blenheim, the Shelburne, the President...
I loved the boardwalk, Million Dollar Pier, Steel Pier and seeing the Diving
Horse. I grew up going to Scriptures Beach in Longport, but as a result
ofmy friendshipwithChris Gilmore, I went toQuincyAvenue inMargate
for years. I became a fan of the Knife & Fork Inn because Chris Gilmore
liked me to take him there. Every now and then I get an absolute craving
for a White House cheesesteak sub...

“I have always had a nostalgic love affair with my roots and AC’s
wonderful history.” �

“I grew up loving all the charm of the old hotels like the Chalfonte Haddon Hall (now Resorts),
the Marlboro Blenheim, the Shelburne, the President...

I loved the boardwalk, Million Dollar Pier, Steel Pier and seeing the Diving Horse.
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